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The Most Fun Place to Eat!™
Pirates Voyage Dinner & Show invites ye to join in our incredible adventure as our crews battle on land, on deck, in water, and high above full-sized pirate ships in a 15-foot deep indoor hideaway lagoon!
MYRTLE BEACH, SCPIGEON FORGE, TN
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[image: Welcome to Pirates Voyage]Pirates Voyage Dinner & Show
We have two great locations, one in Myrtle Beach, SC and the other in Pigeon Forge, TN. When you’re ready for a four-course pirate feast served alongside an action-packed pirate adventure, plan a visit to Pirates Voyage Dinner & Show.
MYRTLE BEACH DINNER SHOWPIGEON FORGE DINNER SHOW
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You better bring your appetite when you visit Pirates Voyage Dinner & Show! We’re serving up a hearty feast that will satisfy the most hungry of pirates and landlubbers alike.
myrtle beach feastpigeon forge feast



[image: sword-fight]Ahoy Matey!
You don’t want to miss the opportunity to visit Pirates Voyage! Not only does our show feature an epic pirate battle, but we also have beautiful mermaids, tropical birds, and salty sea lions! Get ready to enjoy an evening filled with delicious food, high-diving stunts and acrobatics, sword fighting, and more. Get your tickets today!
myrtle beach tickets
pigeon forge tickets




Coming Spring of 2025 - New Location
Are ye ready? We’re introducing a brand new location in the spring of 2025! Pirates Voyage Dinner & Show is opening a location in Panama City Beach. This exciting dinner attraction will bring pirates, mermaids, exciting acrobatics, and more to the Florida Panhandle. You can expect an evening of epic battles, breathtaking stunts, and a mouth-watering feast in our 60,000 square foot theater.
More Information
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[image: home_animal-encounter]Meet Our Animal Performers
Our Animal Encounter provides the special opportunity for guests to meet Salty the Sea Lion and our other animal stars! This exclusive 30-minute program allows visitors to get up close and interact with the incredible animals who call Pirates Voyage home.
myrtle beach Encounter
pigeon forge Encounter
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Creamy Voyager Soup Mix
A savory blend of our own Pirates Voyager Creamy Soup Mix will be sure to please even the pickiest of eaters. Bring a taste of Pirates Voyage Dinner & Show to your home with our signature mix — just add vegetables to suit your own taste. Order your soup mix today!
Shop Pirates Voyage!
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[image: Captain Blackbeard][image: 1689014408_44156000]The Most Fun Place to Eat!
Pirates Voyage Dinner & Show invites ye to join in our incredible adventure!
Choose your location:
MYRTLE BEACH, SCPIGEON FORGE, TN

[image: Family feast at Pirates Voyage Dinner and Show]Four-Course Pirate Feast
You better bring your appetite when you visit Pirates Voyage Dinner & Show! We’re serving up a hearty feast that will satisfy the most hungry of pirates and landlubbers alike.
myrtle beach feastpigeon forge feast

[image: Pirate performers at Pirates Voyage Dinner & Show]Ahoy Matey!
You don’t want to miss the opportunity to visit Pirates Voyage! Not only does our show feature an epic pirate battle, but we also have beautiful mermaids, tropical birds, and salty sea lions! Get ready to enjoy an evening filled with delicious food, high-diving stunts and acrobatics, sword fighting, and more. Get your tickets today!
myrtle beach tickets
pigeon forge tickets
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Are ye ready? We’re introducing a brand new location in the spring of 2025! Pirates Voyage Dinner & Show is opening a location in Panama City Beach. This exciting dinner attraction will bring pirates, mermaids, exciting acrobatics, and more to the Florida Panhandle. You can expect an evening of epic battles, breathtaking stunts, and a mouth-watering feast in our 60,000 square foot theater.
More Information



[image: home_animal-encounter]Meet Our Animal Performers
Our Animal Encounter provides the special opportunity for guests to meet Salty the Sea Lion and our other animal stars! This exclusive 30-minute program allows visitors to get up close and interact with the incredible animals who call Pirates Voyage home.
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Creamy Voyager Soup Mix
A savory blend of our own Pirates Voyager Creamy Soup Mix will be sure to please even the pickiest of eaters. Bring a taste of Pirates Voyage Dinner & Show to your home with our signature mix — just add vegetables to suit your own taste. Order your soup mix today!
Shop Pirates Voyage!


[image: original-1]Great show! It was more than what I expected! Lots of stunts. The food and service was great! Would highly recommend to everyone!
Google Reviews

The show was absolutely AMAZING!!! From start to finish. Lots of action and entertainment. Fun for the whole family.
Google Reviews

Great service and a great cast. The food was hot and really good. Lots of action. Loved the seals and beautiful birds.
Google Reviews

Excellent show!! Well worth the money. So entertaining and exciting! Excellent food also. Definitely recommend! I have been to this show at least 4 times. We bring all our family and friends here when they come to visit us. And have told several neighbors who also have enjoyed it. Keep up the good work!! So talented!!
Google Reviews

Sooo worth it!!! Have fun and sing along and be a kid again. Arg me hearty! Great show, amazing acrobatics and fantastic food.
Google Reviews

Excellent show!! Well worth the money. So entertaining and exciting! Excellent food also. Definitely recommend! I have been to this show at least 4 times. We bring all our family and friends here when they come to visit us. And have told several neighbors who also have enjoyed it. Keep up the good work!! So talented!!
Google Reviews

This show is so much fun. This was my third time there and I wouldn't hesitate to go back again!
Google Reviews
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PIGEON FORGE
BUY TICKETSPigeon Forge Show InfoBuy TicketsAnimal EncounterGroupsNews & EventsDirectionsContact UsEmployment

PANAMA CITY BEACH
Panama City Beach Show InfoNews & Events
SHOP pirates voyage
Creamy Soup Mix


CORPORATE INFO
Privacy PolicyTerms & Conditions/GDPRAnimal Care
© Copyright [copyright], Pirates Voyage. Items from the website, may not be used in whole or part without the expressed written consent of an officer of Pirates Voyage.
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